1992: THE SOCIAL DIMENSION

ADDRESS BY JACQUES DELORS
PRESIDENT OF THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES

BOURNEMOUTH, 8 SEPTEMBER 1988
CHECK AGAINST DELIVERY
SEUL LE TEXTE PRONONCÉ FAIT FOI
ES GILT DAS GESPRÄCHENE WORT
PRESIDENT, DEAR FRIENDS,

IT WAS WITH GREAT PLEASURE THAT I ACCEPTED THE INVITATION TO ADDRESS CONGRESS TO-DAY. EUROPE IS AGAIN ON THE MOVE. THIS IS CONFIRMED BY:—


— AND THE WIDE INTEREST IN THE TOPIC, EVIDENT FROM THE LARGE NUMBER OF MOTIONS THAT HAVE BEEN PUT FORWARD;

I LOOK FORWARD TO HEARING THE DEBATE THAT FOLLOWS.

EUROPE MATTERS TO EACH AND EVERY ONE OF US.

AS YOUR GENERAL SECRETARY SAYS THINGS HAVE CHANGED, THERE WILL BE MORE CHANGE, AS YOUR EXCELLENT REPORT DEMONSTRATES. WE ARE LIVING THROUGH A PEACEFUL REVOLUTION IN WHICH WE MUST ALL PARTICIPATE. WE MUST ALL ADAPT.

THIS IS WHY THE CHALLENGE OF 1992 IS NOW BEING TAKEN UP BY TRADES UNIONS ACROSS EUROPE. THE COMMISSION WILL RESPOND.
Main Themes

To-day I wish to concentrate on four main themes:-

- **First**, there is a great challenge before us. The potential benefits of completing the internal market by 1992 are very large. But we must, as your report says, maximise these benefits while minimising the costs. We must also preserve and enhance the uniquely European model of society.

- **Second**, we must again become masters of our destiny. It is only by relying on our own strengths that we will be able to resist adverse external pressures.

- **Third**, close co-operation and solidarity as well as competition are the conditions for our common success.

- **Fourth**, the social dimension is a vital element. Your report shows that you are ready to be involved.

1. The Challenge

Your organisation has played a pioneering role in the history of the trade union movement. It has served as a model for other trade unions in neighbouring European countries in their fight for the rights of workers and for the defence of their dignity. This historic achievement helped to forge in Europe a new model for society. A model based on a skilful balance between society and the individual. This model varies
FROM COUNTRY TO COUNTRY. BUT THROUGHOUT EUROPE WE ENCOUNTER SIMILAR MECHANISMS OF SOCIAL SOLIDARITY, OF PROTECTION OF THE WEAKEST, AND OF COLLECTIVE BARGAINING.

THIS MODEL WAS ASSOCIATED WITH THREE DECADES OF EXPANSION FOLLOWING THE SECOND WORLD WAR. IN RECENT YEARS IT HAS BEEN THREATENED BY ADVERSE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS, SOME OF WHICH HAVE AN EXTERNAL ORIGIN. EUROPE HAS GROWN INCREASINGLY VULNERABLE. WE MUST NOW RELY ON OUR OWN FORCES.

THE GLOBALISATION OF MARKETS AND NEW TECHNOLOGIES AFFECT OUR PERCEPTIONS AND OUR WAY OF LIFE. ALL THOSE CONCERNED WITH THE ORGANISATION OF OUR SOCIETY MUST ADAPT. THIS OF COURSE INCLUDES THE TRADE UNIONS OF EUROPE.

THE COUNTRIES OF EUROPE ARE RESPONDING TO THE CHALLENGE IN MORE OR LESS THE SAME WAY. THEY HAVE REJECTED DRASTIC REDUCTIONS IN WAGES AND LEVELS OF SOCIAL PROTECTION. THEY HAVE SOUGHT TO ADAPT TO THE NEW WORLD SITUATION THROUGH AN INCREASE IN PRODUCTIVITY. THEY HAVE SUCCEEDED IN PART, BUT AT THE PRICE OF MASSIVE UNEMPLOYMENT.

UNEMPLOYMENT IS OUR MAJOR CHALLENGE. IT IS PARTICULARLY YOUNG PEOPLE AND THE DISADVANTAGED WHO ARE SUFFERING. A NUMBER OF POLICIES HAVE BEEN TRIED. THERE HAVE BEEN SOME SUCCESSES; BUT THE PROBLEM IS FAR FROM BEING SOLVED. THE POLICIES TRIED HAVE NOT BEEN ADEQUATE.
2. Mastering our Destiny

It is essential to strengthen our control of our economic and social development, of our technology, and of our monetary capacity. We must rely on our own resources, and preserve our European identity. We must pool our resources. In keeping with this spirit, there must be full and broad consultation with those involved in the production of wealth. Since we are all closely dependent upon each other, our futures are linked. Jointly, we can enjoy the advantages to be derived from this situation.

It is necessary to give a broader framework to this co-operative action. 1992 does this.

The Governments and Parliaments of the twelve Member States have solemnly committed themselves through the Single European Act to such a framework. European unions and employers have also approved the objective of a truly common market, with their own conditions. This shared objective calls for a concrete and productive social dialogue at the European level. That is the reason that I invited those concerned to relaunch this dialogue in January 1985.

Many of the major decisions necessary for the completion of the internal market have already been taken or are in the pipe-line, as explained clearly in your report. The Heads of State and Government at the European Council in Hanover in June agreed that implementation of the 1992 Programme has become an irreversible process.
Your report rightly points out that there will be far-reaching consequences for industry and the economy. The potential benefits are enormous. Realising that potential depends on all of us.

There are a number of ways of reacting to 1992

First, there are those who are sceptical. They doubt that the potential benefits are large. They also fear that increased competition will only put at risk our social achievements. These people are already pointing an accusing finger at the single market, and blaming it for all difficulties.

Second, there are the enthusiasts. They see the completion of the internal market as the answer to all their problems. They maintain that it, alone and unaided, will result in the convergence of economic policies, the creation of millions of jobs, and spectacular growth.

Third, there are the architects. I am in this camp; and I hope that you will join it. Your report gives me confidence that you will do so. Membership of the camp requires constant effort and imagination. Without these, the reality will not correspond to the dream.
3. **Co-operation - Solidarity**

The European Community will be characterised by co-operation as well as competition. It will encourage individual initiative as well as solidarity. If these characteristics are not present, the goals will not be achieved.

A large market of 320 million will increase competition. It will benefit the consumer, and allow European industry to compete on a world-scale. It will create new job opportunities and contribute to a better standard of living. These benefits will only be fully achieved with increased co-operation, and they must be spread throughout the Community.

It was by no means a foregone conclusion that the Governments of the 12 Member States would reach the agreement that they concluded in Brussels in February of this year. The measures agreed will increase the solidarity of the Community. Between now and 1992 about 40 billion pounds will be devoted by the to the following five objectives:

- The development of the backward regions of the Community;

- The restructuring of regions in industrial decline;
- THE FIGHT AGAINST LONG-TERM UNEMPLOYMENT;
- THE PROVISION OF JOBS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE;
- RURAL DEVELOPMENT.

You will notice that most of these objectives concern all Member States. Some have expressed a fear that the North/South problems of a nation like the United Kingdom would be neglected at the Community level. This is not the case, as the list of objectives clearly shows.

With these accompanying policies and with an increase co-operation in areas like technology and the environment, 1992 will not only be a factor contributing to additional growth and employment, but it will also be possible to ensure that the advantages of the single market spread to all regions.

4. The Social Dimension

Our Europe also needs clear rules and respect for the law. While we are trying to pool our efforts, it would be unacceptable for unfair practices to distort the interplay of economic forces. It would be unacceptable for Europe to become a source of social regression, while we are trying to rediscover together the road to prosperity and employment.

The European Commission has suggested the following principles on which to base the definition and implementation of these rules:
First. Measures adopted to complete the large market should not diminish the level of social protection already achieved in the Member States.

Second. The internal market should be designed to benefit each and every citizen of the Community. It is therefore necessary to improve workers' living and working conditions, and to provide better protection for their health and safety at work.

Third. The measures to be taken will concern the area of collective bargaining and legislation.

Now we have to make concrete progress. For this we need the contribution of the architects. In May last year, when addressing the European Trade Union Congress, I made three proposals, which were designed to clearly show the social dimension of the European construction. You have noted these in your report. They are:-

- the establishment of a platform of guaranteed social rights, containing general principles, such as every worker's right to be covered by a collective agreement, and more specific measures concerning, for example, the status of temporary work;

- the creation of a Statute for European Companies, which would include the participation of workers or their representatives. Those concerned could opt, on the basis of their traditions and wishes, between three formulae;
- THE EXTENSION TO ALL WORKERS OF THE RIGHT TO LIFE-LONG EDUCATION.
   THIS WOULD BE DONE ON THE BASIS OF EXISTING PROVISIONS, AND AFTER A
   FULL CONSULTATION OF UNIONS AND MANAGEMENT.

THESE INITIAL PROPOSALS SHOULD BE STUDIED AND DISCUSSED. OTHER
SUGGESTIONS FROM BOTH SIDES OF INDUSTRY ARE WELCOME. IN MY OPINION
SOCIAL DIALOGUE AND COLLECTIVE BARGAINING ARE ESSENTIAL PILLARS OF OUR
SOCIAL DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY AND SOCIAL PROGRESS.

DEAR FRIENDS,

EUROPE MUST REASSERT ITSELF. THE WORLD IS LOOKING AT US. IT IS WATCHING
AND ALL THE OTHERS. IT IS WONDERING HOW THESE NATIONS, WHICH HAVE
FOUGHT EACH OTHER OVER THE CENTURIES, HAVE MANAGED TO RISE UP AGAIN
WHEN SO MUCH WAS POINTING TO THEIR DECLINE.

THE ANSWER IS THAT EUROPE IS REAFFIRMING ITSELF BY MANAGING ITS
DIVERSITY. YOU, DEAR FRIENDS, WILL REMAIN BRITISH. MORE PRECISELY SOME,
LIKE YOU PRESIDENT WILL REMAIN WELSH; OTHERS WILL REMAIN SCOTTISH,
IRISH OR ENGLISH, AND I AM NOT FORGETTING THE OTHERS. YOU MR BREIT WILL
REMAIN GERMAN. WE WILL ALL MAINTAIN OUR INDIVIDUAL WAYS OF LIFE, AND
OUR VALUED TRADITIONS. THANKS TO CO-OPERATION AND SOLIDARITY BETWEEN
EUROPEANS, WE WILL SUCCEED IN PRESERVING OUR IDENTITY AND OUR CULTURE.
THROUGH THE RICHNESS OF OUR DIVERSITY AND OUR TALENTS, WE WILL INCREASE
OUR CAPACITY FOR DECISION AND ACTION.
I DID NOT COME HERE WITH A MIRACLE CURE, WITH PROMISES OF MILLIONS OF
JOBS, AND GENERAL PROSPERITY. THERE ARE NO EASY SOLUTIONS. THIS WORLD
IS HARSH, AND RAPIDLY CHANGING. PROPERLY MANAGED, 1992 CAN HELP US TO
ADAPT, TO MEET THE CHALLENGES AND REAP THE BENEFITS. IT WILL
RE-INIGINOURATE OUR EUROPEAN MODEL OF DEVELOPMENT. 1992 IS MUCH MORE
THAN THE CREATION OF AN INTERNAL MARKET ABOLISHING BARRIERS TO THE FREE
MOVEMENT OF GOODS, SERVICES AND INVESTMENT. TO CAPTURE THE POTENTIAL
GAINS, IT IS NECESSARY TO WORK TOGETHER.